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The Best New Books
A Mr. Right who might be wrong,

No. an embed with the animals and a
surprising take on the role of beauty
EDITED BY KIM HUBBARD

Autumn
Whitefield-Madrano
Face 1~alue
NONFICTION Wait, what? Is

it possible women aren't as
victimized by media images
of physical perfection as we
thought? Citing research
and examining everything
from compliments (is
"cute" a dis?) to photoshop-
ping, the author comes to a
provocative conclusion: The
real beauty myth might be
that caring about appear-
ance isbad for us.
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Charles Foster
Being a Beast
NONFICTION Take awalk

on the wild side with
animal expert Foster,
whose curiosity about
what it's like to live as a
badger, red fox or deer led
him to actuallytryit: He ate
worms, slept in aburrow
and was tracked by hounds,
for starters. Foster's quirky
book shows how emulating
animals not only helps our
understanding ofthem—it
makes us more human.

er D. Kramer
~inarily Well
antidepressants
better than

~cebos? Taking on
eptics, the Listening
~ Prozac author
argues that drugs
are an essential
tool in easing
depression's pain.

Lisa F. Smith Kate Cc
Girl Walks Out I'm You.
o f a Bar Robert C
Asuccessfulcorporete Mariska
lawyer, Smith found Cruise, l
herself spiraling People's
into addiction and editor h~
alcoholism. This them all-
powerfulmemoir the offer
chronicles her dizzying always h
fall and the road back. stories t<

CONTRIBUTORS Books Lisa Greissinger, Caroline Leavitt, Judith Newman Music Jeff Nelson
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